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From humble beginnings :

FRAGSHELL’S manufacturer WALA GROUP OF CO. was founded in 1950 by Shri 

N.O.Wala. Back in the early 1960s, the Company then known as Wala  & co dealt into 

Pure Non Alcoholic Perfumes called “Attars” .moving with the trends ,The company  then 

Introduced a wide range of aerosol sprays and exported them to Saudi Arabic and other 

Asia pacific Regions .It claimed the most dignified Award for its Highest Export from 

India in 1980 By Chemexcil ,A Central  Govt.  Organization., Today the Parent company 

has Formed into a Group ,with 5 subsidiaries working into hand-in-hand manufacturing 

Attars,Roll-On Perfumes,Industrial Perfumes,Incense sticks ,and Other Fragrance 

Solutions..

About Us.



Contd.

At this time, the main choice of  disinfectant was Phenols & other Phenolic 
acid’s, which the theatre’s and auditorium used  which not only  killed germs 
but also left behind a horrible smell ! But this was to clean the ground area 
and may be carpets in the cinema halls.but what about the AIR ?

Cinema halls and auditorium’s have a constant air conditioning which comforts 
the audience ,but the air is infact contaminated due to the several reasons

Like a smell of footwear on carpets,popcorn and other eatable’s etc

And the theater hall emits a disliking odor which also turn-off’s the movie 
watching experience at large .

WGC saw a gap in the market, and with their  special knowledge and constant 
efforts at Research and Development have led us to the development of 
FRAGSHELL (Fragranced Antibacterial Deodorizer - a powerful disinfectant 
perfume with not only  the germ-killing power, but with beautiful fragrance 
oils extracted from flowers ,roots and Aroma’s specially for Cinema halls                  
,and Theaters 



A Revolutionary invention

FRAGSHELL Is WGC’S great creation. It is originally developed for use in public places 

to eliminate odors from smoke etc and kill germs in factories, cinemas, dance and 

concert halls.

The company had a large brass pressure sprayer which he took to these premises and 

sprayed FRAGSHELL all around to demonstrate its beneficial effects. People were so 

impressed with these wonderful aromas that they wanted to use this product in their own 

homes. But due to depth and height of the halls ,it didn’t give them the retention and 

sustainability of perfumes for long 

Then the R&D Team tried it spraying over the Filter of the central air conditioning plant 

Which gave them the best results and diffusion of FRAGSHELL



Fragrant solutions

This led to the production of the “Industrial user" FRAGSHELL which was sold only by 

WGC for industrial use in a pack of 5 litres! This was a small plastic drum  of 

FRAGSHELL, packaged with a large spray bottle if demanded. from which diluted-for-

use FRAGSHELL could be sprayed around the filter of the Central A/C PLANT. 

FRAGSHELL has always been available in a variety of fragrances and sizes, although 

the fragrance selection has changed over time. Some earlier fragrances included ROSE, 

Jasmone, Vanallin and Night Scented Stocks,  but now the company has introduced 

A large range of fancy fresh notes which give you a sense of imported perfumes

These are the fragrances inspired from some of the worlds best selling branded 

perfumes like tommy hilfiger,calvin klein ,hugo boss,chanel,Armani and many more..



FRAGSHELL today

The success of FRAGSHELL over the years has been due in no small part to the quality 

of the product itself, including the long lasting, high quality authentic fragrance, which in 

FRAGSHELL is at a much higher concentration than is usual for household products.

Now, FRAGSHELL has a ready availability which means its is seeks to serve and hit on 

the cinema multiplexes and auditoriums in india with the launch from 1st feb 2012 

The company looks forward to sell the initial fragrances in a pack of 5 liter in the indian 

Multiplex Theatre industry 



Almost all of the cinema multiplexes sell the eatables inside ,which includes

Pop corn,Samosa,Burger’s ,Sandwiches,Nachos and many other depending 

upon the cinema houses..

Now when the people bring their eatable inside ,these food smell contaminate 

the air inside the theatre ,due to which the air is full of an unpleasant odor 

Reason # 1

Why FRAGSHELL ?



Reason # 2

Almost all of the cinema multiplexes have a carpet in flooring..

Which is cleaned with either brushes or vaccum cleaners,but what about the 

stinking smell of the footwears  of the Audiences ??

Now when the people bring their Footwear inside ,these shoes  contaminate the 

air inside the theatre ,due to which the air is full of an unpleasant odor of 

footwear of the Audiences and Especially in india where we have a dusty paver 

footpath or roads,these footwear are going to contaminate the overall 

atmosphere 

Stained Carpets



Reason # 3

Working all day long,people  are perspired .some people also have 

hyperhydrosis also  Due to their  perspiration ,An unpleasant odor is emitted in to 

the air conditioned atmosphere and the seats of the cinemas which arent  

washed daily .as it being  practically an impossible task

Due to frequent show timings and the cleaning or house keeping   team getting a 

short time to clean the fallen wrappers or corns.



Actual Posts On blogs by the 

Audiences





Reason # 4

WGC ,Strives to make their Products Completely Eco-Friendly .FRAGSHELL 

does’nt contain any of the either substances or chemicals which harm the 

environment or the nature.

Its all about being staying liquid..



Reason # 5

Of all the products in the home, clean-smelling air fresheners seem 

to pose little risk. But the fresh scent of air fresheners may mask a 

health threat—chemicals called phthalates (pronounced thal-ates) that 

can cause hormonal abnormalities, birth defects, and reproductive problems. 

NRDC’s independent testing discovered phthalates in 86 percent (12 of 14) 

of air freshener products tested, including those marketed as “all-natural” or 

“unscented”—and none of the products we tested listed phthalates on their 

Labels with that we claim our FRAGSHELL to be free from PHTHALATES !       

FULL REPORT  OF HAZARDS OF ROOM FRESHNERS ON

http://www.nrdc.org/health/home/airfresheners/airfresheners.pdf

The “Natural Resources Defense Council” is an international nonprofit 

environmental organization with more than 

1.2 million members and online activists. Since 1970,

http://www.nrdc.org/health/home/airfresheners/airfresheners.pdf


Reason # 6 Contaminated AIR ,FULL OF BACTERIA

What are bacteria?

Bacteria exist everywhere, but are very small at around 1 

micrometre in size (a micrometre is one thousandth of a 

millimetre)! Bacteria are generally made up of a single cell, but 

at the right temperatures they have the ability to multiply 

quickly.

Most bacteria are helpful, and necessary for the human body 

to function correctly, such as Lactobacillus and Bifidobacterium 

which live inside our guts and help break down our food. In 

fact, people have more bacteria cells in their bodies than 

human cells.

However, some bacteria can cause illnesses in humans. Some 

common examples are shown in next slide





Reason # 7 Contaminated AIR ,FULL OF VIRUSE’S

Viruses are also very small and are much simpler than 

bacteria. In order for viruses to multiply or reproduce, 

they need to take over a 'host' cell, such as in a plant, 

animal or human.

There are some viruses that are helpful to human 

bodies, such as those used in vaccinations, but the 

vast majority of them cause disease.

Lets see the table in next slide..

What are viruses?



Each year nearly 2 million people in India develop TB, of which around 0.87 million are infectious 

cases 

source :World Health Org.India.(WHOI)



How does FRAGSHELL work ??

plant











Advantages..

# 1, It keeps the air hygienic, i.e.  Free from Bacteria 

& Viruses

# 2 , It Deodorizes the Air .

# 3 , The perfume add ‘s–on  as a luxury in over all 

movie experience

# 4, Can be used as a marketing tool  to reach out the 

public at large. 





Contact :

Corp Hq.
WALA HOUSE,

13/ B Nanbhawadi,kalanala,Bhavnagar  01

T, +91 278 24 24 62 8 F, +91 278 251 02 00

Corp Office 

D-168 ,U.L,B.G.Towers,Outside Delhi 

gate,Ahmedabad -13

T: +9179 25624603 F : +91 79 25620104

Works Unit.

Shresht Fragrances(a wala group venture)

# 778/5510 ,G.H.B. Building,Opp gayatri

Temple,Bapunagar cross 

roads,Bapunagar ,Ahmedabad-14

www.walafragrances.com


